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For a phylogeny reconstruction problem, Desper and Gascuel [2] proposed Greedy Min-
imum Evolution algorithm (in short, GME) and Balanced Minimum Evolution algorithm
(in short, BME). Both of them are faster than the current major algorithm, Neighbor
Joining (in short, $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{J}$ ); however, less accurate when an input distance matrix has errors. In
this paper, we prove that BME has the same optimal robustness to such errors as NJ but
GME does not. Precisely, we prove that if the maximum distance error is less than a half
of the minimum edge length of the target tree, then BME reconstruct it correctly. On the
other hand, there is some distance matrix such that maximum distance error is less than
$\mathit{7}^{2}n$ of the minimum edge length of the target tree, for which GME fails to reconstruct the
target tree.
1 Problem and previous work
A phylogeny reconstruction problem is to determine an evolutionary tree representing rela-
tionships between a set of species from a distance matrix expressing the “closeness” of each
pair of species. Recently, the phylogeny reconstruction is not only used for biology, but also
for clustering various kinds of data, such as languages[7], music, etc.[8] To state the phylogeny
construction problem formally, we need some notations. For any n, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}L=\{1, \ldots, n\}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}$
denote a set of $n$ species. Let $D=(d_{ij})$ over $L$ be a distance matrix. An evolutionary tree
over $L$ is a tree such that its set of leaves is $L$ and all internal vertices are of degree three. For
any tree $T$ and for any $i$ and $j$ in $L$ , let $d_{ij}^{T}$ denote the length of the unique path between $i$
and $j$ , i.e., the sum of the length of edges on the path.
Now the phylogeny construction problem is stated as follows.
Instance: A distance matrix $D=(d_{ij})$ over $L=\{1, \ldots, n\}$ .
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Question: Find a tree $T^{*}$ minimizing the following square error:
$\sum_{:<j}|d_{ij}-d_{ij}^{T^{*}}|^{2}$
Day [6] showed that this problem is $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{P}$-hard in general. It is, however, possible to “recon-
struct” a tree in polynomial time if a distance matrix is sufficiently close enough to the one
for a given tree. Note that for any tree $T$ , this $T$ itself is the unique solution for the phylogeny
construction problem on the distance matrix $D^{T}=(d_{ij}^{T})$ . Several polynomial time algorithms
have been proposed for reconstructing the original tree $T$ from $D^{T}$ . Among them, Neighbor-
Joining[4], its variants are most famous and they run in $O(n^{3})$ for reconstructing a tree of $n$
leaves. Though polynomial, this running time is not sufficient enough for constructing a large
evolutionary trees, and several attempts have been made to improve the efficiency.
Recently, Desper and Gascuel [2] introduced Greedy Minimum Evolution (GME) algorithm
based on the ordinary least squares (OLS) branch length estimation and Balanced Minimum
Evolution (BME) algorithm based on a branch length estimation scheme of Pauplin [3]. BME
runs in $O(n^{2}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}(T))$ where diam$(T)$ is a diameter of the target tree, and GME runs in $O(n^{2})$ ,
which is optimal considering that the size of the input distance matrix is $O(n^{2})$ . Moreover,
BME has an important property that the output tree has no edge with negative length [1].
Since edges with negative length are biologically meaningless, this property is also an advantage
of BME.
2 Measuring errors
In practice, a distance matrix has errors, that is, some distance $\delta_{ij}$ differs from the original
distance $ff_{ij}$ . For measuring such errors, Atteson [5] introduced the notation of “$\iota_{\infty}$ radius.”
We say that a distance matrix $\Delta=(\delta_{ij})$ has $\iota_{\infty}$ radius $a$ to an original distance $D^{T}=(d_{ij}^{T})$ if
$||D^{T}- \Delta||_{\infty}=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}i<j|d_{ij}^{T}-\delta_{ij}|<\alpha\min_{\epsilon\in E(T)}\{l(e)\}$,
where $E(T)$ is the set of edges of $T$ and $l(e)$ denotes the length of an edge $e$ . An algorithm has
$\iota_{\infty}$ radius a if it yields the original $T$ for any distance matrix of $\iota_{\infty}$ radius $\alpha$ to $D^{T}$ . Note that
no algorithm has $\iota_{\infty}$ radius larger than $\frac{1}{2}$ . Because if we allow errors larger than $\frac{1}{2}l(e)$ , there
exists one distance matrix made from two different trees with such errors. Atteson showed
that NJ has $\iota_{\infty}$ radius $\frac{1}{2}$ .
3 Our result
Desper and Gascuel showed the relationship between BME length estimation and weighted
least squares branch length estimation [1] as a theoretical foundation of BME. However, there
is still no theoretical analysis about $\iota_{\infty}$ radius for GME and BME. We analyze BME and GME,
and obtain the following two theorems, which claim that BME has $\iota_{\infty}$ radius $\frac{1}{2}$ but GME does
not.
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Theorem 1. $BME$ has $\iota_{\infty}$ radius $\frac{1}{2}$ .
Theorem 2. Let $\alpha_{G}$ be an $\iota_{\infty}$ radius of $GME$. Then, $\alpha_{G}<\tau_{n}^{2}$ .
Proof. See [9]. $\blacksquare$
4 Discussion
According to our theorems, BME has the same robustness as $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{J}$ , and it is faster than $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{J}$ .
On the other hand, GME is faster than BME, it is less accurate in some cases. Our proof is
obtained by a precise analysis of the proof of Desper and Gascuel [1] for the correctness of
BME on error free distance matrix.
GME and BME algorithm chooses the position of the leaf $k$ step by step. Let $T_{k}^{*}$ be a tree
over $\{1, \ldots, k\}$ induced from the target tree $T$“. The proof of Theorem 1 is by the induction of
$k$ . In $k=3$ , there is only one topology $T_{3}^{*}$ . Let us consider the k-th round. By the induction
hypothesis, BME reconstructs the target tree topology $T_{k-1}^{*}$ . BME chooses $T_{k}$ minimizing the
estimated length of $T_{k}$ , where $\Delta_{k}$ is a distance matrix on $\{1, 2, \ldots, k\}$ induced from $\Delta$ . We
analyzed the estimated length of $T_{k}$ and an estimated length for a different topology $T_{k}’$ . To
prove Theorem 2, we presented an input matrix which GME fails to output the target tree.
Desper and Gascuel also proposed Nearest Neighborhood Interchange (FASTNNI) algorithm
and Balanced Nearest Neighborhood Interchange (BNNI) algorithm to improve a phylogeny
tree into minimal one. However, according to our theorem, we do not need to use FASTNNI or
BNNI when GME or BME is used for a distance matrix $\Delta$ with sufficiently small 1 $D^{T}-\Delta||_{\infty}$
error. Moreover, our theorem 2 claims that if GME fails to put the last leaf, FASTNNI cannot
correct such fault.
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